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Abstract. A probabilistic Turing machine (PTM) is a Turing machine that flips an unbiased coin 
to decide its next movement and solves a problem with some error probability. II is expcctcd 
that PTMs need more time if a smaller error probability is required. This is a sort of time-prcckion 
tradeoH and is shown to occur actually on on-line probabilistic Turing machine acceptors 
(ONPTMs1. That is, we show the existence of a set such that it is recognized by an ONPTXI 
with i - (log II b/8,1 bounded error probability in O(n 1 time but for every F, 0 < F c: :. it requires 
more than O((n/log n ?) time to recognize this set with bounded error probability by ONPTb?s. 
Moreover our result is also shown to be an example of difference between nondeterministic 
computations and probabilistic ones. 
1. Introduction 
Probabilistic algorithms are algorithms tha,; make use of random choices. Monte 
Carlo methods are well-known exampies of IJrcbabilistic algorithms [8]. 
In this paper we study another type of pi-otabi!istic algorithm which has ?zen 
studiefi since the discovery of fast prime tests by Rabin [IO] and Solvay and Strassen 
[16]. These algorithms are expected to output some definite value for each input 
and if they output values othe: than that value, the algorithms are thought to have 
made a mistake. Recently several authors have proposed probabilistic algorithms 
of this kind that solve certain problems faster than known deterministic algorithms 
[ll, 12, 131. I’ime and space efficiency of these algorithms have been extensively 
studied using probabilistic Turing machines (PTMs) as their formal models [2, 4, 
5, 14, 151. 
But it is also important to study their reliability. Even if a set is accepted by a 
PTM fast, it is not so useful if it is unreliable, that is, it often mistakes. We are 
interested in the following question. Can we get desirable reliability without losing 
eficiency? 
Simulation of nondeterministic Turing machines (NDThis) by PTMs is another 
problem that is important both theoretically and practically. It has been shown that 
every set accepted by an NDTM in space S(n) can be recognized by a PTM with 
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a small probability of error in space S(n) [4]. ‘We do not know, however, whether 
every T(n) time bounded NDTM acceptor can be simulated by a PTM with a 
desirable rehability in time O(T(n )) although it is easy to do so unless we mind 
about reliability. So here again we face the above mentioned question. 
To find a counter-example to that question is one of the time-precision tradeofi 
proI, lems and it seems very difficult like ordinary tradeoff problems. In this paper 
we show one time-precision tradeoff result on on-line probabilistic Turing machines 
(ONPTMs). That is, we show that the set A (defined in [7]) is recognized by an 
ONFTM with $-- (log n),.Bn bounded error probability in O(n) time but for every 
F, 0 < ‘r‘ c l, it requires more than O((n/log n)*) time to recognize A with bounded 
error probability. Moreover this set can be recognized by an on-line NDTM in 
time O(n). Therefore our results also give an example of NDTMs that cannot be 
smul~tcd by PTMs with a desirable reliability in the same order of time. 
2. Definition of the machines and the set A 
As a Turing machine, we use a muititape Turing machive that consists of a finite 
control unit equipped with a read-only input tape, a write-only output tape, and a 
finite number of read-write work tapes [I]. We use Turing machines only as acceptors. 
so the output of a Turing machine is always ‘accept’ or ‘reject‘. The on-linz Turing 
machine model is obtained from the usual Turing machine model hy slight 
modification [7]. 
Defini:ion 2.1. An on-line Turing machine (ONTM) is a Turing machine yvith the 
followi!ng restrictions: 
(1) at any time the input tape head csn only move to the right or stay on the 
input iape, 2nd 
(21 it must halt at the time when the irlput tape head marches off an input 
sequence. 
Remark. From the restriction of on-iirle execution, before an ONTM moves its 
input tape head to the right, it must decide whether or not it accepts the sequence 
that is to the left of the head. 
Furthermore, the on-line probabilistic Turing machine model is defined as follows 
?I- 
dlefin!tiun 2.2. An w-liw probabilistic Turing machitze (ONPTM) is an on-line 
Turing machine which may have coin-tossing states. The computation of an QNPTM 
is deterministic except when the imachin 9 enters a coin-tossing state where an 
unbia4 Toin is tossed to decide the next movement from two possible ones. 
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Let 121 be an ONPTM and let M(x) de-note the output of M with input x. Because 
of the problabilistic nature of the execution, M(x) is a random variable for each X. 
By P(M(d = accept) we mean the probability that [i&x) is ‘accept’, and similarly 
for P(A4(x) = reject). We define the language accepted (recognized) by k& the error 
probability, and the maximum run time of M as follows (the motivation of these 
definitions is discussed in [17] but is omitted here). 
Definition 2.3. The language accepted by M is 
the error probability of M is 
e&f(x) = 
1 -P(M(x) =accept) if x EL(M), 
P(M (.x ) = accept) if x&L(M), 
and the maximum run time of ki is 
GM(x ) = least m such that every possible computation of A4 on input. s 
halts in m steps. 
Let k2 be an ONPTM. We say that rcI is T(n ) time bounded if there is a constant 
c > 0 such that for all input X, Gnf (_a*) s c l T(tz ) where n is the length of x, We also 
say that the error probability of M i5 bounded by P (n ) if for all input X, eizz (x ) c.1 F (rz ) 
where CI is the length of x. Because of the above definition, the error probability 
of an ONPTM is always bounded bq $. We say the error probability of M is bounded 
if there is a constant F, 0 -C F < 1, which bounds the error probability of M. A useful 
probabilistic algorithm should have small probability of error and at least the errcsr 
probability should be bounded [4, 171. 
Let z’ denote the alphabet (0, I, 2). tlennie showed that a subset A of ,V* needs 
more than O((n/log 12 )2) steps to recognize by ONTMs [7] (in this paper the base 
of logarithms is 21. This is also the set for which we show a time-precision tradeoff 
result. 
Definition 2.4. The set A is defined as follows: 
A =(1r,2u12.. . 11N21r;2&2.. . &2[ 
(I) thereisakXkuchthatN=2k, 
for all i, 1 5 i s V, 14~ E (0, l}k and 
for all i, 1 5 i 2; N’, 14; E (0, l}“, 
(2) N’>O, and 
(3) there is an i, 1 si SCN, such that L& = II,}. 
Strings ~~2.. . 14~2, ~‘12.. . 14 krt 2, ui and l4; are called a head part, a tail part, a 
herrci’ Vock and a tcril block respectively. For convenience we deF.!e another set B. 
The definition of S is obtained from that of A by deleting the third condition. 
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The time-precision tradeoff 
foIlows. 
Theorem 3.1. 
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result 
result on the recognition of the set A is stated as 
(a) There is an ONPTM M such that 
(1) UM)=A, 
(2) M is O(n) time bounded, and 
(3) the error probability is bounded by i - (log n)/8n. 
(b) If M is an ONPTM such that 
(1) L.(M) =A, 
(2) M is ‘T(n) time bounded, and 
(3) the error probability of M is bounded, 
then there is a constant c > 0 such that 
2 
for almost all n. 
Proof of (a). We give an O(n) time bounded ONPTM M that accepts A. The 
M (here we omit the part of the program to foiiowing program is a description of 
check syntax of inputs). 
begin 
read ul; k :=jul\; N:=2k; 
choose u from u1, . . . , laN 
ser S true with probability 
and false otherwise; 
while input string remains 
read u’; 
do 
if 14’ = 14 then print ‘accept’ 
else if S then print ‘reject‘ 
else print ‘accept’ f i 
fi 
od; 
halt 
end 
We can easily show that 1M is O(rz ) time bounded. In the following we show that 
31 accepts the set A with i - (log IZ )/8n bounded rzrror probability. 
We mav suppdsc that P(M(s ) = accept) = 0 for ;dll s & B because A CI: B and to d 
check whether x is in B or not can be carried out deternlinistically in O(U) time. 
It is easy to 5ee that P(IM(s ) = accept) = l- (4N) -’ for all x, x E B -A, and 
P1.Zi:t.I =rejtlct)- I_--(4N) ’ - :4N21 * for all x E A. Here N is the number of head 
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blocks of X. So, for all x E B, eM (s ) s 4 - (4N)? Let n denote the length of x and 
let CY (>O) denote n -(k -t l)N. Using the fact that N := 2k and k >O, we have 
N < 2(n -a)/log(n --a), SG N < 2n/log n. Thus we have e&k:) <:: -(log n j/811 for 
all x E B. 
Hence 1M accepts the set A with error probability less than l- (log n )/8/z. !I 
We note that, for every language L, if it is accepted by a T(n) time bounded 
ONPTM with bounded error probability, then it can be accepted by an O(T(n)) 
time bounded ONPTM with the error probability smaller than any desired positive 
co;rstant. This is because we can decrease the error probability of an ONPTM by 
simulating a sufficiently large fixed number of copies of this ONPTM in parallel. 
So in order to prove the second part of Theorem 3.1 it is sufficient to prove the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. If M is an ONPTM such tha.t 
(1) UM)=A, 
(2) M is T(n ) time bounded, and 
(3) the error probability of M is ii bounded, 
then there is a constant c > 0 such that 
T(n)>c 2- ( ) 
2 
‘.og ?l 
for almost all n. 
Hennie proved that the deterministic recognition time of /I is more than 
c 9 (u/kg IZ )2 [7]. We will prove the above lemma on the same line as Hennie’s. 
But the proof is much more complicated because we must deal with stochastic 
movements of machines. 
We first define several notio,:a that are useful in proving this lemma. 
Let M be an ONPTM that satisfies the conditions (l)-(3) of the lemma. We will 
show, in the following, that T(n ) = R((rt/log n )2). 
Let Bk denote the set of strings in B that contain exactly 2k+’ blocks of length 
k. that is, contain 2k head block,; and 2k tail blocks. We will find, for almost all k, 
a lower bound on the maximum time that M might have to spend to recognize 
each element of the set Bk in terms c)f k. As in [7], we estimate only the time to 
check the tail part of an input sequence, ignoring the details of the process for the 
head part. 
In the following let any k 26 be fixed and let N denote 2k. Let c; denote the 
set of all possible configurations that M enters during the process for any element 
of Bk. Note that @ is finite because i’W is T(n ) time bounded. Let 2 = (0, 1)” and 
let V denote the set of head parts of all elements of &. 
For C E @, t >O, v E V and z Vz 2, let &Jv, t) denote the probability that, if M 
is given z2 as an input and is started from the configuration C, then M finishes 
reading ~2 within t steps and outputs ‘accept’ or ‘reject’ according as z appeal 5 in 
t’ or not. 
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Let F be the set of all mappings f from V x 6: to [lo, 1] such that ccEa3 f( ZI, C) = 1 
for all v E V. For each f~ F, t > 0, v E V, z E 2, we define efJu, z) by 
ef.r(t’, 2) = c f(v, a1 -pc.Au, 2)). 
c I- “- 
Inttkively, this value e&, t ) is the probability that A4 does not give a correct 
output within f steps for the tail block t2 under the following assumption: 
(1) the head part was v, 
(2) the probability that M is in C just before M reads 22 is f(v, C). 
We are interested in f that satisfies ef,J z1, z ) 6 2 for all v, z. The following lemma 
gives one lower bound for t such that f exists. This lemma corresponds to Lemma 
1 of [7]. 
I,emma 3.3. There i.T nti mapping f E F such that for all u E V and all z E Z, 
I ,‘(, .2k .-log Q -h . log s - I tk z ___--- 24 l log s 1 7 
and Q, s, h arc the rzrtm5e.v of states, the nu~nher o.f tape symbols and the nitt?jber of 
tapes of M rcspectiuely. 
In order to prove this lemma, we shall prove two lemmas. In these lemmas we 
will consider the following set IV, the subset of V, instead of the set C’. 
Two head parts are said to be equivalent if the sets of all head blocks appearing 
in each head part are the same. And define W by the set of all representative 
clcmcnts of these equivalence classes of V. Let t ) 0 and define g:t( W, C) I= 
x{z E 2 ,&,( It’, 2 ) c i} for w E W, C E @ ( # denotes the number of elements in a set ). 
i,emma 3.4. Let f E F and t > I). If for all 11’ E Wand all 2 E Z, 
t’,.J It’, z J --- ; , 
then for all TV E W, there is C E Co such that 
Proof. %qyme that f E F and t -z 0 satisfy the condition of this lemma and that 
there is IV,, G H’ such that for all C E E,,. RJ w(,, Cl &Y, Then we have 
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But from the assumption, we have 
which is a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.5. Let f E F and t > 0. If for all w E Wand .z E 2, 
then 
Proof. Suppose that f c F and t >O satisfy the condition of the lemma. For all 
C E @, let n,(C) denote {w E W IgJw, C) <iN}. 
The previous lemma says that for all w E W, there is C E @(, such that w E rr,(C). 
So we have 
Thus 
U’ = u 7r,(C). 
C‘ cc,, 
2 “-l=#W=# u 7r,(C) 
CEQ, 
i c #7r,(C). 
C‘ t- 6_ ( , 
In the following we show that for every C E &), #nJC) <ZV l (1.76)“. 
, 
Tar all w E W, C E C and .z E 2, define r,Jz 1 and R&z) as fallows: 
1 
r&.(t) = 
if z appears in M*, 
0 otherwise, 
1 
1 
&-,(z 1 = 
if Bc-,f(~r”, z I ZJ, 
0 otherwise, 
ilj 
where W’ is an element of W such that every z ~2 appears in w’. (Note that 
/3c-.r(~t, z)<l if r,,(z) f&,Jz).) 
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Let C E Co. From the definition of n, and g,, we have 
r,(C)={wE WI~{zEZ/Pc.r(w,r)<~}<~N} 
5 {W E w i #{z E z IT,(z ) z Rc,~(2 )} < iN}. 
Here we regard rw and IZ C,r as N-tuples of 0 and 1. Note that for every N-tuple, 
the number of N-tuples which are different from this N-tuple at less than b$ 
positions is Czz-’ (7). Recalling N = 2k 226 = 64, we have 
<iN- 
N-N! 
= 4(;N)! x (SN)! 
N &&“+1/2 e N+-.. 
- 
- &G(;:~,1N/4+1!2 e 3N/4++.. ,,,/~c~,qN/4+1!2 e-N/4+... 
(by Stirling’s approximation 1 
< N “2( 1.76)“. (2) 
From ( 1 J and t2), we have 
?k$, > 
2N-l 
>2 Ntl lop 1 76, -0.5 log N 1 N”‘( 1.76)N > 2N?‘10s 71 !-J 
Now WC prove Lemma 3.3. 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Suppose that f~ F is a mapping such that tJr.[, (L’, z ) 2 A for 
all I* E V and all z G 2. 
For any C, C’E c, define C to be equivalent to C’, and write C - C’ if C and 
C’ are the same with respect to internal state and tape patterns appearing within 
rl, squares on each side of the tape heads. Note that &..rl. = ,&:P,l, if C - C’. 
Let m denote the number of equivalence classes in C and C1, . . . . C’,,, denote 
rcprssentative elements of these equivalence classes. 
For all c E V, C E c, define _f’k, C) as follows: 
otherwise 
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We note that HZ t1 s m and that m, the number of equivalence classes, does not 
exceed Qs~(*~~+‘) and we have @h(2r,+1) s 2N’10. Therefore we have #-C[~G 2N’10. 
On the other hand, for all w E W, z ~2, we have 
= c fl(W, Ci)(l -&-t,tk(w’ f 1) 
i=l 
= f ( c 
i-l Cl---C, 
ftw, c’)) (’ -&-,,tk(W, ’ 1) 
!?I 
= c 1 f(w, “j(l -&,,tkh’, z )) 
i =1 c-‘-C, 
= i c fw, C’)(l -&.‘.rk(Mr, z)) 
j-z1 C’-C 
I 
= c _fh’, c)(l -/%-,&‘, z )) 
ccc7 
= ef,tk (w, z ) S $. 
This contradicts Lemma 3.5. g 
From this lemma we know that there must be an 
for which n-l cannot check first tail block in tk steps 
greater than A. 
input sequence in the set & 
with an error probability not 
Here we expect that the same thing can be said for each tail block in the tail 
part because, intuitively speaking, the process of checking one block in the tail 
part is essentially independent of the process of checking ihe next block. In the 
following lemma we will prove this almost in the same way as in the proof of 
Lemma 2 of [7]. That is, we will prove that in the process of checking the tail 
blocks, A4 cannot rearrange its records in such a way as to speed up the checking 
of later blocks. The key idea is that if such a rearrangement were possible, it would 
be possible to find a mapping f E F such that e,-tk (u, z ) s g for all t’ E V and .z E 2. 
To make our proof easy, we introduce a tree Tts for each 2~ E V. The tree 
a rooted tree such that 
( 1) every node except leaves has 2k edges, each of which corresponds tcl 
element of 2, and 
12) every path from the root to a leaf has N edges. 
Each node of the tree corresponds to the sequence 212 . . . ti2, where for 
l<jSi, zj is the element of 2 which corresponds to the jth edge in the path 
the root to this node. 
‘rc is 
each 
all 8, 
frorn 
Every edge in the tree T,. is labeled with a plus or a minus sign according to the 
following rules. Let the edge and the node it leaves correspond to z EZ alld 
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212.. . zi2 respectively. Then there are four cases depending on how M deals with 
22 when ~212.. . Zi222 is given as an input. 
(a) M reads 22 within tk steps, and answers correctly, 
(b) M reads z2 within tk steps, and answers incorrectly, 
(c) A.4 spends more than fk steps to read 22 and answers correctly, and 
(d) M spends more than t k steps to read ‘~2 and answers incorrectly. 
The edge is labeled with a minus sign if the probability of (a) is greater than or 
equal to i lnnd with a plus sign otherwise. 
Lemma 3h. There is an input x0 = u~~z~,~~z~,~~ . . . z(),N 2 such that every edge in 
the path which corresponds to zo,12 . . . z0.N 2 in the tree T,,,, has a plus sign. 
Proof. Assume that for all v E V, the tree TC has a node such that every edge 
leaving the node is labeled with a minus sign. We call this node as a minus node. 
For all L? E V, let z,Jt,,22 . . . z,.,ir2 denote the sequence corresponding to some 
minus node in Tc. For all C E @ define f(v, C) by 
fir, C) = the probability that M, given the input vz,,12.. . t,,i,.Z, is in the 
configuration C when it finishes to read this input. 
From the definition of a minus-labeled edge, we can say that for all z E 2, the 
probability that M checks 22 correctly within lk steps when A.4 has read 
L .T cr.1 2 . . . &..[, 2 is greater than or equal to i, that is, &t-z1 f(c, C 1 l &-,,k (r, z 12 z. 
So for all c E V and all z E 2, we have 
This contradicts Lemma 3.3. 
So there is t’(,~ V such that la;.,, doe5 not contain any minus nodes. Thus there 
must be at least one path through the tree T,,, which has only plus-labeled edges. El 
From this lemma we know that for every tail block of ~0, A4 cannot check it 
wthin tk steps with A bounded error probability. That is, for every tail block of XO, 
!hcrc must be a computation sequence of A4 on x0 which needs more than tk steps 
to check this block in order to bound the error probability of M by a. It cannot 
1):: deduced, however, that M has to spend more than 2” ‘tc, steps to check all tail 
blocks 12” blocks) in the tail part of x0 since the execution of M is not deterministic 
but probabilistic. ‘.? 
Here we rccafl that the error probability of M is bounded by &. Thus, for each 
tail block, at Icast 1; of all computation sequences of M on input .Y() must spend 
rnorc than IL swps to check it. So there must be some computation sequence of Ad 
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on x0 which, for at least & of all1 tail blocks, needs more than tk steps to check each 
of them. 
This is an outline of the key idea of the proof of the following lemma and the 
reason why we used i instead of & in the previous lemmas. 
Lemma 3.7. There is at least one computation sequence of Man input x0 which has 
to spend more than -’ l6 l zktk steps to check the tail part. 
Proof. Let m denote the number of the possible computation sequences of A4 on 
input ,y[ and for all j, 1 sj G m, let pj denote the probability that the jth computation 
sequence occurs. For all i, 1 ci <IV, define D(i) and E(i) by 
D(i) = {jlM checks Zo,i2 correctly within rk steps in the jth computation 
sequence}, 
E(i) = {j 1M checks zo,i2 correctly but needs more than fk steps in the jth 
computation sequence}. 
Let i, 1~ i c N, be fixed. The probability that M, on input so, checks zo,i2 correctly 
within fk steps is less than 2 because the corresponding edge to Z0.i in the tree T,.,, 
is labeled Cth a plus sign. So we have 
;Eg,i, Pi 4 
Note that A4 checks ~‘~~z~~,l2 . . . zo,[2 with the error probability not greater than /,,. 
So we have 
(4) 
From (3) and (4), we have 
Thus 
tr1 
= c Pi #{i 1 j E E(i)}. 
Note that 1:‘: 1 pi = 1. So there is some jo, 1 +,, c 112, such that #{i 1 j,, E E(i ,) z Ih N. 
In other words there is at least one computation sequence of M on input x0 such 
that the number of tail blocks for which the sequence needs more than tk steps is 
more than i\N (= &2”). cl 
Now using this lemma, we can prove Lemma 3.2 and thtis Theorem 3.1(b). 
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Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let nk denote the length of the sequences of the set Bk and 
let Tk denote maxXE B1, CD,+., (X ). 
From the monotonicity of T(n), for any rz > 0, we have T(n) > Tk, where k is a 
value such that nk C n 5 nk + 1. Moreover we have 
Tk 3 & l 2ktk > 
2k(~‘T,~2k-logQ-3h~logs-1) 
32h - log s 
. 
Following the argument described in [7], it is easily shown that for sufficiently 
p large n, 
* 
1 
ThzP------- 
160‘48h *logs 
a 
4. t Concluding remarks 
3n this paper, we showed that the time-precision tradeoff actually occurs in 
recognition of the set A by on-line probabilistic Turing machines. Using the result 
of [6], the set A can be replac d by a context-free language and we can obtain a 
!ittlc stronger result from [3] similarly. 
Although we used the maximum run time, the same thing can be said for the 
average run time. For it is easy to show that lower (upper) bound of the maximum 
run time is the same as that of the average run time except for a constant factor 
when w: assume bounded error probability. 
WC have another time-precision tradeoff result for some special kind of Turing 
machirrcs [ 171. But we do not have any time-precision tradeoff examples for 
ordinary probabilistic Turing machines yet. 
The basic idea used in the proof of Theorem 3.1(a) was proposed by Gill in 
order to simulate nondeterministic Turing machines by probabilistic ones in the 
same order of time. Indeed the set A can be recognized by nondeterministic on-line 
Turing machine in linear time. So our result also showeci the existence of a language 
that cannot be recognized by any on-line probabilistic Turing machines with 
hounded error probability in the same order of time as nondeterministic ones. That 
is, WC gave an example that nondeterministic on-line execution is more powerful 
than probabilistic ones when reasonable reliability is required. 
Acknowledgment 
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Note added in proof 
Lemma 3.3 was independently shown by Freivald and Ikannieks in [ 181, where the 
difference between probabilistic real-time Turing machines and nondeterministic 
ones is discussed. 
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